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ABSTRACT The issue of virtual network (VN) embedding constitutes an important aspect of network
virtualization, which is considered to be one of the most crucial techniques to overcome the Internet
ossification problem. The main purpose of VN embedding is to efficiently utilize the limited physical
network resources to offer the supporting of virtual nodes and virtual links from the VNs. Due to the
fact that the VN embedding problem is proved to be NP-hard, previous works have put forward some of
heuristic algorithms to solve this VN embedding problem. However, most of the existing research works
only consider the local resources of nodes, ignoring the topological attributes of its neighborhood nodes, and
lead to lower resource utilization of the substrate network. To address this issue, we proposed an approach of
VN embedding algorithm called VNE-DCC, which based on the node degree and the clustering coefficient
information, we adopted the technique of node importance metric to rank the substrate nodes aim to select
the node with the most embedding potential for every virtual node in each VN requests, and exploited
the breadth-first-search algorithm to embed the virtual nodes aiming at reducing the resource utilization of
substrate links so as to increase the acceptance ratio of VN requests and increase the revenues of operational
providers. Extensive simulations have shown that the efficiency of our algorithm is better than the other
state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of Revenue/Cost ratio and acceptance ratio.

INDEX TERMS Virtual network embedding, degree and clustering coefficient, network virtualization,
virtual node mapping, virtual link mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, the Internet technology has developed
rapidly and becomes one of the most important techniques
and it is changing the people’s life style. The increasing num-
ber of end users and the large volume of business has brought
challenges to the network availability, flexibility, reliability,
and scalability; the notion of data transmission to the best
of its abilities has been unable to satisfy the diverse require-
ments of future network services because different customers
would require different services with different Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). The existing interconnection network
architecture is rigid, cannot meet the demand of future net-
work business upgrade, does not support the deployment
of new protocols and the innovations of future network.
To address the aforementioned problems, the researchers

have proposed the network virtualization technique which is
termed as one of the ways to overcome the current network
ossification problems [1]–[4].

Due to the emergence of network virtualization technology,
the traditional internet server provides are decoupled into
service providers (SPs) and infrastructure providers (InPs)
according to their performed roles. A plurality of service
providers hire underlying physical resources from the InPs,
provide customized services for end users by creating mul-
tiple virtual networks [5]–[7]. By means of network virtu-
alization technology, researchers can design and program a
new protocol on multiple heterogeneous physical networks.
Each VN request (VNR) is composed of the set of virtual
nodes and the set of virtual links. The virtual node can be
mapped onto a substrate node, and the virtual link can be
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mapped onto a substrate network path which may be consists
of more than one physical links. Virtual network embedding
is the process of mapping virtual nodes and virtual links
onto the corresponding substrate nodes and substrate paths
meanwhile meeting the requirements of the underlying phys-
ical resources constraints. Because all of virtual networks
share the same substrate network, an efficient and effective
virtual network embedding algorithm is of great importance
to improve the resources utilization of physical network and
increase the income of infrastructure providers (InPs).

In these previous works [7]–[13], [18], some of heuris-
tic algorithms are put forward to maximize the revenue by
accommodating more VN requests and reducing the mapping
cost of the VN requests. Most of these approaches adopt
heuristic algorithms or greedy algorithms to accomplish the
mapping of virtual nodes, and then to perform the mapping
of virtual links using k-shortest path or multiple commodity
flow algorithm. These VN embedding algorithms can be
roughly divided into the following categories.

The approaches that based on strategy. The most rep-
resentative of these algorithms are [4] and [14]–[17].
Feng et al. [14] concentrated primarily on two types of the
VN embedding problems, one is the virtual network embed-
ding approach without reconfiguration and the other is the
virtual network embedding approach with reconfiguration.
To address the first issue, the authors exploited subdividing
heuristics and adaptive optimization strategies to solve the
VN embedding problems; To address the second issue, the
authors adopted a selective VN reconfiguration mechanism
which gives the priorities to the most critical virtual network
requests to solve the VN embedding problems. In [4], the
authors proposed a different approach which rethinking the
design of the substrate network to enable simpler embedding
algorithms and more efficient resources utilization without
restricting the problem space. The authors mainly on the basis
of these two principles: (i) The embedding algorithm allows
the substrate network to split a virtual link over multiple sub-
strate paths and (ii) The embedding algorithm can re-optimize
the resource utilization of the substrate network periodi-
cally by means of path migration strategy. Fajjari et al. [15]
proposed an approach of virtual network reconfiguration to
eliminate the bottleneck caused by physical links through
the observations that the acceptance ratio of virtual network
requests is affected by the bottlenecked physical resources
of substrate links. The authors suggested a heuristic algo-
rithm to address this problem and proposed a greedy algo-
rithm called VNR to reconfigure the substrate links aiming at
increasing the acceptance ratio of virtual network requests.
Hesselbach et al. [16] suggested a new path algebra-based
embedding strategy for coordination of virtual nodes and
virtual links to bridge the gap of node mapping stage
and link mapping stage. The proposed mapping strategy
of virtual network requests has significantly improved the
performance of algorithm through extensive simulations.
Wang and Hamdi [17] formulated the VN embedding
problem as a new multiple objective linear programming

optimization program, and solved it by a preemptive
strategy. The authors utilized the abstract artificial intelli-
gence resource model (BI) to promote the efficiency of online
heuristic VN embedding algorithm called Presto.
The approaches that based on resource allocation mecha-

nism. Juan et al. [18] put forward a heuristic resource alloca-
tion algorithm called HVNE to address the issues of network
load balancing. In order to conserve network resources of
physical links, the proposed approach named HVNE allows
multiple virtual nodes to embed onto a single substrate node,
and it makes up a connection between the theory of k-regional
divided optimization and traditional topology division the-
ory. Two existing vertex mapping approaches are proposed
by [19], one that takes into consideration the situations in
which abundant node resources are available for the cur-
rent VN embedding process, and one that only takes into
account the degree of a node which is already utilized by
existing VN embedding algorithm. Razzaq et al. [20] devised
a new approach for mapping the virtual nodes with the aim
of minimizing the complete exhaustion of substrate nodes
while maintaining the overall higher utilization of physical
resources.

The approaches that based on topological attributes of
substrate network and virtual networks. Feng et al. [14] pri-
marily took advantage of topological attributes of substrate
and virtual networks so as to improve the resource utilization
of physical network. They advocated utilizing topological
attributes of substrate network and virtual networks with
the purpose of improving the long-term average revenue,
acceptance ratio and R/C ratio. In this work, a topology-aware
VN embedding algorithm based on the degrees of nodes is
proposed, extensive simulations illustrated that the proposed
algorithm is better than the other algorithms. Ding et. al. [21]
improved the virtual network embedding algorithm based
on degrees of node by means of node connectivity. They
formulated amathematical model of the connectivity between
each pair of nodes to evaluate the resource ranking value
of the nodes, and proposed a new two-stage VN embed-
ding algorithm. Cheng et al. [7] inspired by the PageRank
algorithm, proposed an approach of topology-aware node
ranking by means of Markov Random Walk and devised
two VN embedding algorithms called as Max-Match and
RW-BFS, respectively. The proposed algorithms not only take
into consideration the node CPU’s capacity and its associated
link bandwidth capacity, but also take into account the influ-
ence of its surrounding nodes. The authors improved the rank-
ing method of node’s importance, and therefore enhanced
the performance of VN embedding algorithm in terms of the
acceptance ratio and R/C ratio.

The approaches that based on heuristic.
Chowdhury et al. [5] formed a cluster which satisfy the
constraints of geographic position for both of virtual nodes
and substrate nodes, and they used the augmented graph to
perform the node mapping and link mapping. The authors
presented an approach of VN embedding based on the con-
nectional characteristics of virtual network topology in [6],
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they exploited the topological connection features to eval-
uate the node’s importance and gave the priority to the
virtual nodes with largest ranking value during the map-
ping procedure, took advantage of local resource of sub-
strate nodes and their associated hops between two nodes
to evaluate the substrate nodes. The proposed algorithm
can make the mapped substrate nodes are closer each other
aiming at saving the physical resources of link mapping.
Jin-Peng and Tian-Yu [22] organized the substrate nodes into
a cluster that meet the constraints of the geographic location,
they chose the first node in a cluster for the corresponding vir-
tual node, meanwhile choosing a compact substrate node as
its mapping node, with the purpose of reducing the mapping
cost of physical paths.

In the process of virtual network embedding, if a node is
more important than the other nodes, the node should be given
priority to choose aim to facilitate the subsequent link map-
ping procedure. Although these algorithms have improved
the metrics of node to some extent, they do not take into
account the topological structures around the nodes, the pro-
posed algorithm can be further improved. Distinguished from
previous studies, inspired by the literature [23], we not only
take the CPU capacity and bandwidth into considerations,
but also take advantage of node degree and clustering coeffi-
cient information for measuring the node importance so as to
improve the performance of VN embedding algorithm. This
paper proposed a two-stage virtual network embedding algo-
rithm called VNE-DCC based on node degree and clustering
coefficient information to evaluate the node importance, and
exploited the breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm to embed
the virtual nodes with the purpose of reducing the resource
utilization of substrate links. Our proposed algorithm uses the
metric of NIM value to choose more significant nodes, and
uses the K-shortest path algorithm to map virtual links.

Distinguished from previous studies, this paper presents
the following major contributions:

(1) Different from prior research works, we proposed a
node importance evaluating method named NIM based on
the node degree and clustering coefficient information to
measure the embedding potential of substrate nodes aiming
at increasing the probability of the successful node mapping.

(2) With the aim of reducing the mapping costs of virtual
links from virtual networks, we utilized the breadth-first-
search (BFS) algorithm to embed the virtual nodes so as to
increase the acceptance ratio of virtual network requests and
increase the revenues of operational providers.

(3) Two experiments and six aspects of the comparison
are performed through extensive simulations have demon-
strated that our proposed VNE-DCC algorithm outperforms
the other algorithmsGreedy and RW in terms of R/C ratio and
acceptance ratio.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we presented the problem statement and net-
work model. In Section 3, we introduced the measurement
of node importance by means of node degree and clustering
coefficient information. In Section 4, we gave the details of

VNE-DCC algorithm. In Section 5, we discussed the exper-
imental results and analyzed the reason. In Section 6, we
concluded the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we first introduce the networkmodel including
substrate network model and virtual network request (VNR)
model, and formulate the general definition of virtual network
embedding problem, and in the last subsection, we present the
evaluation index of virtual network embedding.

A. THE MODEL OF SUBSTRATE NETWORK
The substrate network can be abstracted as undirected
weighted diagram and it can be denoted as Gs =

(Ns,Ls,ANs ,A
L
s ), in which Ns stands for the collection of

substrate nodes, Ls stands for the collection of substrate links,
ANs stands for the attribute set of substrate nodes’ resources,
such as their locations, the speed of switching, the storage
capacity and the CPU capacity and so forth, ALs stands for the
attribute set of substrate links’ resources, such as the propaga-
tion delay time, the available bandwidth and so on. Similar to
some previous literatures, we only take the CPU capacity of
nodes and available bandwidth of links into considerations.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the available CPU capacity of
node A is 20 units, the available bandwidth of link (A, C)
is 30 units.

FIGURE 1. The virtual network request (VNR) and substrate infrastructure.

B. THE MODEL OF VIRTUAL NETWORK REQUEST
A virtual network request (VNR) can be modeled as undi-
rected weight diagram and can be denoted as Gv =

(Nv,Lv,ANv ,A
L
v ,Ta,Td ), where Nv represents the collection

of virtual network nodes, Nv represents the collection of
virtual network links, ANv represents the resources constraint
collection of virtual nodes, ALv represents the resources con-
straint collection of virtual links, Ta indicates the arrival time
of each virtual network request, Td indicates the duration
of the virtual network request remaining in the substrate
network. From the Fig. 1 we can see that the CPU capacity of
virtual node denoted by a is 5 units, the bandwidth require-
ment of virtual link denoted by (a, c) is 2 units.

C. THE PROBLEM OF VIRTUAL NETWORK EMBEDDING
Virtual network embedding is a process in which virtual
nodes are mapped onto substrate nodes and virtual links are
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mapped onto substrate paths, on the premise of meeting the
certain physical network resource constraints. The mapping
process consists of two stages: one is the node mapping and
the other is link mapping. The task of node mapping is to
assign virtual node onto the concrete substrate node, the map-
ping process must satisfy the resource constraints, a virtual
node can only mapped onto a physical node, a physical node
can only host a virtual node from the same of VNR. The task
of link mapping is to assign virtual link onto the concrete
substrate path, the mapping process must satisfy the link
resources constraints such as bandwidth requirements, and its
mapped physical path cannot be formed into a loop.

1) NODE MAPPING STAGE
We use a function to describe the process of node
mapping, the function of MapN can be denoted by
Nv→ {Ns,∀nv ∈ Nv}, where Nv represents the set of virtual
nodes, Ns represents the set of substrate nodes. As illus-
trated by Fig.1, the mapping result of virtual nodes is
{a→ C, b→ D, c→ B}.

2) LINK MAPPING STAGE
We use a function to describe the process of link map-
ping, the function of MapL can be denoted by Lv → {ψ,

∀lv ∈ Lv}, ψ = {ϕ ∈ Pϕ |Aϕ ≥ Alv ,∀lv ∈ Lv},
where Pϕ represents the physical path set between two nodes,
Aϕ represents the available bandwidth of physical path ϕ,
Aϕ = min

ls∈ϕ
Alss , in which Alss represents the available

bandwidth of physical link ls. As illustrated by Fig.1, the
mapping result of virtual links is {{a, c} → {C,A,B},
{b, c} → {D,B}}.

D. THE OBJECTIVES OF VNE
In this section, we introduce three kinds of evaluation indexes
including the scaling factor of virtual link, revenue/cost ratio
and acceptance ratio. No matter which evaluation index is
used, the ultimate goal is to take advantage of infrastructure
resources efficiently by means of mapping the virtual net-
work requests into the shared physical network infrastruc-
tures while satisfying the resources constraints of nodes and
links.

1) SCALING FACTOR OF VIRTUAL LINK
The mapping path length of virtual link in substrate network
can affect the physical link bandwidth resource consumption.
The scaling factor of virtual link can represent the average
value of mapping path length in all of the virtual links, and
takes the form:

SF =
∑

ni,nj∈Nv

hop(M (ni),M (nj))× vlink(ni, nj)∑
ni,nj∈Nv vlink(ni, nj)

(1)

Where M (ni) and M (nj) represent the mapped sub-
strate node of virtual node ni and nj, respectively,
hop(M (ni),M (nj)) represents the physical path length
between substrate node M (ni) and substrate node M (nj);

vlink(ni, nj) is a binary variable, its value is 1 when virtual
node ni and virtual node nj is adjacent, otherwise its value is 0.

2) REVENUES AND COST RATIO
At t moment, the obtained revenues of accepting a VNR by a
substrate network can be defined as the sum of virtual nodes’
CPU capacity and virtual links’ bandwidth requirements; the
cost of accommodating a VNR by a substrate network can
be defined as the sum of substrate nodes’ CPU capacity and
substrate paths’ bandwidth resources. Hence, the revenues
and cost ratio can be formulated as follows:

R/C =

∑
nv∈Nv CPU (Nv)+

∑
lv∈Lv BW (lv)∑

nv∈Nv CPU (Nv)+
∑

lv∈Lv BW (lv)× hop(lv)
(2)

Where CPU (nv) represents the CPU capacity of virtual
node nv, B(lv) represents the bandwidth requirements of vir-
tual link lv, hop(lv) represents the mapping path length of
virtual link lv.

3) THE ACCEPTANCE RATIO OF VNR
The acceptance ratio of VNR is the ratio of the number of
virtual network request which have been successfullymapped
and the total number of requests. The calculation formula is
as follows:

AcceptanceRatio =

∑T
t=0 Numberacc∑T
t=0 Numberarr

(3)

In the above formula, the numerator represents the num-
ber of virtual network request that have been successfully
mapped, and the denominator represents the total number of
virtual network requests.

III. THE RANKING METHOD OF NODE IMPORTANCE
The VNE issue can be made up of two stages including node
mapping and linkmapping. In the first stage of nodemapping,
the task of it is to select some substrate nodes for virtual
nodes while satisfying the CPU capacity requirements; the
task of link mapping stage is to select some physical paths
for virtual links while satisfying the bandwidth requirements.
Most previous studies accomplish the embedding process by
measuring the local resources for nodes and links respec-
tively, aim to measure the nodes’ importance in substrate
network and virtual networks, which is calculated as follows:

NR(n) = CPU (n)
∑

l∈nbr(n)

BW (l) (4)

Where CPU (n) represents the CPU capacity of node
denoted by n, nbr(n) represents the set of links that directly
connected to the node n, BW (l) represents the current avail-
able bandwidth of link denoted by l. The two stage of node
mapping and link mapping are not considered independently
in this manner.

Themain shortcoming of thismethod is lack of considering
its neighborhood node connectivity, to address this issue, we
utilize the degree of node and clustering coefficient informa-
tion to rank the importance of nodes.
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A. NODE DEGREE
The node degree describes the number of its neighborhood
nodes, and can be formulated as follows:

degreei =
∑
j∈N

δij (5)

Where the parameter δij takes the value 1 if two nodes
denoted by i and j are directly connected, otherwise it takes
the value 0. The node degree can reflect the ability to establish
a direct link between the node and the surrounding nodes, but
cannot reflect its neighborhood node connectivity.

B. CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT INFORMATION
The clustering coefficient describes the ratio of neighbors to
each other in the network, and can be calculated as follows:

ci =
2ei

degreei × (degreei − 1)
(6)

In the above formula, ei represents the number of triangles
which formed by a node i with any of its two neighbors.
In contrast to the node degree, the clustering coefficient
can only reflect the node connectivity of its neighborhood
nodes, but cannot reflect the scale of its neighborhood node.
Therefore, we not only take advantage of the information of
its neighborhood nodes, but also take node’s clustering coef-
ficient into consideration, put forward a novel node metric
method and take the form:

pi =
fi√∑N
j=1 f

2
i

+
gi√∑N
g=1 g

2
i

(7)

Where fi represents the sum of its own node degree and its
neighborhood node degree, denoted by:

fi = degreei +
∑

j∈nbr(i)

degreej (8)

Where degreej represents the node degree for node j, nbr(i)
represents neighbor set of node denoted by i. The function of
gi can be formulated as follows and take the form:

gi =
max
j=1..N

{
cj
fj
} −

cj
fj

max
j=1..N

{
cj
fj
} − min

j=1..N
{
cj
fj
}

(9)

Where ci represents the above mentioned called the node
clustering coefficient. the node’s clustering coefficient can
only reflect the close degree between its neighborhood
nodes, but cannot reflect the scale of its neighborhood node.
We normalize the value of cj

fj
by using the formula (7). Due

to the fact that fi can reflect the node degree and its neighbor-
hood nodes degree, gi can reflect the close degree between
its neighborhood nodes, we use the function of u(x) = x

√

x2

to deal with the fi and gi, make the index pi can reflect the
combined results of the two factors.

A motivational example is illustrated in Fig. 2, we can
see that the destructional effect of deleting the node 4
on the network is much more than deleting the node 2.

FIGURE 2. A Motivational Example of Node Degree and Clustering
Coefficient Information.

However, when we only take the node degree and its
neighborhood nodes degree into consideration, degree2 =
degree4 = 3, f2 = f4 = 11. Furthermore, we consider the
relationship between the nodes’ neighborhood nodes, we can
calculate that p2 = 0.38, p4 = 0.72. The calculation results
show that the close degree between its neighborhood nodes
has some influence on the node ranking, hence, the impor-
tance of a node needs to consider the combined effects of the
node’s neighbor information and the clustering coefficient.

C. THE NODE IMPORTANCE METRIC
Based on the above analysis, the node importance metric can
be formulated as the product of NR(ni) and pi, the calculation
formula can be expressed as follows:

NIM (ni) = NR(ni)× {
fi√∑N
j=1 f

2
j

+
gj√∑N
j=1 g

2
j

} (10)

Where NIM (ni) represents the node importance metric
value of the node ni, NR(ni) represents the node ranking
value which can be calculated by formula (4), the part of
formula (10) denoted by { fi√∑N

j=1 f
2
j

+
gj√∑N
j=1 g

2
j

} represents

the node metric value based on node degree and clustering
coefficient information.

IV. THE ALGORITHM OF VNE BASED ON THE NODE
DEGREE AND CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT INFORMATION
On the foundation of node degree and clustering coefficient
information analysis, we devised a novel two-stage VNE
algorithm called VNE-DCC to efficiently utilize the physical
network resources. The VNE-DCC algorithm is a two-stage
VN embedding algorithm which includes node mapping
stage and link mapping stage. In the subsequent subsections,
we describe the details of node mapping algorithm and link
mapping algorithm.

A. NODE MAPPING STAGE
In the first stage of node mapping, we measure the node’s
importance by means of its NIM value with the purpose of
choosing the most important substrate node so as to facilitate
the subsequent link mapping. In order to make the adjacent
virtual nodes can map the adjacent substrate nodes, we use
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Algorithm 1 The Sorting Algorithm of Virtual Nodes
in VNRs
1: Sort the virtual nodes by NIM (ni) in non-increasing

order.
2: Choose the virtual node which has greatest NIM value as

the Root .
3: Using Root as the root node, traverse the graph of virtual

network request using breadth first search algorithm, and
get the breadth first search tree denoted by Tree.

4: Sort the every layer’s nodes of Tree according to NIM
value in non-increasing order.

5: Return the sequence of sorted nodes.

graphical breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm to sort the
virtual nodes, make continuous mapping procedure of virtual
nodes has greater relevance. The sorting algorithm of virtual
nodes are list in Algorithm 1.

With the purpose of reducing the overhead of link mapping
stage, we use the breadth first search algorithm in the node
mapping stage. The specific mapping algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The Node Mapping Algorithm Based on
Breadth First Search
1: Sort the virtual nodes by Algorithm 1.
2: Sort the substrate nodes according to the NIM value in

non-increasing order.
3: for each of VNR do
4: if the virtual node is root then
5: map the virtual node to the substrate node which

owns the greatest NIM value.
6: else
7: find the parent node of the virtual node denoted

by P.
8: find the mapped substrate node denoted by S for the

virtual node’s parent node P.
9: find the set of S’s neighbor nodes as the candidate

substrate nodes.
10: choose the substrate node which owns the greatest

NIM value meanwhile satisfying the CPU capacity
constraints.

11: end if
12: return the node mapping result.
13: end for

B. LINK MAPPING STAGE
In the second stage of link mapping, we use k-shortest algo-
rithm aim to select the most suitable physical paths while
satisfying the bandwidth resource requirements. In order
to facilitate the calculation, we firstly remove these links
that do not meet the constraints of link’s bandwidth, and
then use the Floyd algorithm to calculate the shortest
path. The specific implementation details can refer to
the Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 The Link Mapping Algorithm Based on
K-Shortest Path
1: Sort the virtual links according by its bandwidth.
2: for each virtual link do
3: calculate the required bandwidth of virtual link

denoted by BW .
4: remove the links whose bandwidth is lesser than BW .
5: find the two virtual nodes for each virtual link.
6: find the two substrate nodes for the two virtual nodes

according to the node mapping result.
7: calculate the substrate path using Floyd algorithm

between two substrate nodes.
8: return the link mapping result.
9: end for

Algorithm 4 VNE Algorithm Based on Degree and
Clustering Coefficient
1: Calculate the revenues of all of the virtual network

requests.
2: Sort all the VNRs (Virtual Network Request) in non-

increasing order according to their revenues.
3: for each of VNRs do
4: sort the virtual nodes by Algorithm 1.
5: do node mapping by Algorithm 2.
6: do link mapping by Algorithm 3.
7: return the mapping result.
8: end for

C. OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Based on the Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3,
we give the mapping procedure of our algorithm called
VNE-DCC in Algorithm 4.

D. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The time complexity of the Algorithm 1 is O(|Nv|2), where
|Nv| represents the number of virtual nodes in each virtual
network request. The time complexity of the Algorithm 2
is O(|Nv| × |Ns|2), where |Ns| represents the number of
substrate nodes in substrate network. The time complexity
of the Algorithm 3 is O(|Ev| × |Ns|3), where |Ev| represents
the number of virtual links. The time complexity of the
Algorithm 4 is O(N × |Ev| × |Ns|3), where N represents the
number of virtual network requests.

The time complexity of the Algorithm Greedy is
O(N × |Ev| × |Ns|3), where N represents the number of
virtual network requests, |Ev| represents the number of vir-
tual links, |Ns| represents the number of substrate nodes in
substrate network. The time complexity of Algorithm RW is
also O(N × |Ev| × |Ns|3), but it actually consumes a little
more running time than Algorithm Greedy in the process
of evaluating the node’s importance using random walks.
The time complexity of our Algorithm is the same as these
above two algorithms, but the R/C ratio can be significantly
increased.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the simulation environment settings and the
simulation results are discussed. We use the measurement
index of performance metrics which proposed in section 2.4
to evaluate our VNE-DCC algorithm. Two state-of-the-art
algorithms which called as Greedy [24] and RW [7] are
compared with our proposed algorithm, respectively. In this
paper, ourVNE-DCC algorithm did not support path splitting,
so we did not consider the case of supporting path splitting.

A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS
Similar to the previous literature [24], we use GT-ITM tool
to generate the topology of the virtual network requests and
substrate network. The specific parameter settings are shown
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. The Settings of Parameters

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Due to the fact that the bigger the scaling factor is, the smaller
the R/C ratio is, i.e., the R/C ratio can reflect the effect of the
scaling factor. Therefore, similar to pervious literatures, we
use R/C ratio and acceptance ratio to evaluate our algorithm
compared with the other algorithms.
Experiment 1: In order to evaluate the performance of

VN embedding algorithms with different CPU capacity
requirements, we let the CPU capacity of virtual nodes
uniformly distributed in [0,Cn] and Cn increasing from
10 to 100 step 10. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

FIGURE 3. The Revenue/Cost Ratio with increasing number of CPU.

1) R/C RATIO COMPARISON
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the R/C ratio will be gradually
increasing along with the increment of the CPU capacity

FIGURE 4. The Acceptance Ratio with increasing number of CPU.

requirements, the main reason is that all of our compared
three algorithms are based on node ranking methods, the big-
ger the CPU capacity requirement is, the more effective the
algorithms are. The first point’s value of our proposed algo-
rithm is much bigger than other algorithms, the reason is that
our algorithm is based on breadth first search algorithm, when
the demand of node’s CPU capacity is lower, our algorithm
performs much better. The fact that the free CPU capacity of
substrate network nodes becoming scarce can account for the
sudden decline of the last point’s value. We carried out this
experiment many times, but the second point’s value of the
RW still near to the value of the Greedy, we guessed that it
due to the specific topology of substrate network in which the
node importancemetric cannot be improved using the random
walk approach. From the overall trend as illustrated in Fig. 3,
our algorithm called VNE-DCC is better than the other two
algorithms.

2) ACCEPTANCE RATIO COMPARISON
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the acceptance ratio will be gradually
increasing along with the increment of the CPU capacity
requirements, through deep investigation and analysis, we
found that the available CPU capacity of substrate nodes
and the available bandwidth capacity of the substrate links
are gradually reducing with the number of virtual network
requests (VNRs) which have been successfully mapped
increases during the mapping process, the remained network
resources that can be mapped are gradually decreased with
the mapping process, the acceptance ratio will be decreas-
ing with the changing. The acceptance ratio of RW is the
same as the acceptance ratio of VNE-DCC, the reason is
that when the demand of CPU requirements is less, while
the substrate network has abundant available resources, the
acceptance ratio of these two algorithms is much higher than
theGreedy algorithm, since both of these two algorithms have
improved the node’s ranking methods. As demonstrated in
Fig. 4, our approach performed better when the demand of
CPU requirements was increased. From the Fig. 4, we can
see that the performance of our algorithm called VNE-DCC
is superior to the other two algorithms.
Experiment 2:With the purpose of measuring the effect on

different bandwidth requirements, we set the virtual nodes’
CPU capacity uniformly distributed in U [0, 100], and the
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FIGURE 5. The Revenue/Cost Ratio with increasing bandwidth.

FIGURE 6. The Acceptance Ratio with increasing bandwidth.

bandwidth of the virtual link is subject to uniform distribution
of U [0,Bl], we let Bl is ranging from 10 to 100 step 10.
We evaluate the performance of our algorithm compared
with the other algorithms in terms of R/C ratio and
acceptance ratio. The simulation results are illustrated
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

3) R/C RATIO COMPARISON
As demonstrated by Fig. 5, the R/C ratio will be gradually
decreasing along with the increment of the demand of band-
width requirements, the main reason is that the available
physical network resources will be gradually reducing with
the increasing demand of bandwidth requirements. From the
Fig. 5, we can see that our algorithm outperforms the other
two algorithms, the acceptance ratio of our algorithm outper-
forms RW algorithm, the acceptance ratio of RW algorithm
outperforms Greedy algorithm, and our proposed algorithm
is the best of these three algorithms.

4) ACCEPTANCE RATIO COMPARISON
As demonstrated by Fig. 6, the acceptance ratio of three
algorithms will be gradually decreasing with the increment
of the demand of bandwidth requirements, due to the fact
that the infrastructure resources that have not been occupied
are gradually reduced with the number of virtual network
requests which have been successfully mapped increasing,
and it leads to the increasing number of substrate nodes and
substrate links which cannot meet the resource constraints.
The first half of difference is not as obviously as the second
half, the main reason is that the substrate network has suffi-
cient link bandwidth resources in the first half, but doesn’t

have enough link bandwidth resources in the second half.
From the Fig. 6, we can see that our algorithm is preferred
over the other algorithms.

5) VERTICAL COMPARISON
In order to discuss our experimental results in detail, we
compared the R/C Ratio and Acceptance Ratio between two
experiments, respectively. We called it Vertical Comparison.

6) R/C RATIO COMPARISON
As depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, we compare the first part
of the two diagrams, the more the demand of CPU capacity
is, the bigger the R/C ratio is; the more the demand of
link bandwidth requirement is, the smaller the R/C ratio is.
Through deep investigation, we found that the reason is that
both our proposed algorithm and the compared algorithms are
based on node rankingmethods, the more the demand of CPU
capacity is, the more effective the algorithms are.

7) ACCEPTANCE RATIO COMPARISON
As demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, we can see that the trend
of the first diagram is basically consistent with the trend of the
second diagram. The differences between our algorithm and
the other two algorithms in the second half of two diagrams
are more obvious than in the first half of two diagrams, the
reason is that the resources of substrate network are gradually
decreased with the increasing demand of CPU capacity or
bandwidth requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION
In the environment of network virtualization, virtual network
embedding is one of the most challenging task aim to address
the issue of network ossification. We use the node degree and
clustering coefficient information to improve the metric of
nodes importance. Based on the metric of node importance,
we proposed a novel two-stage algorithm called VNE-DCC
and performed extensive simulations to validate our proposed
algorithm. Extensive experiments and results analysis have
shown that our proposed algorithm improves the performance
of VN embedding procedure in terms of R/C ratio and accep-
tance ratio, as well as decreases the scaling factor.

The merits of the provided algorithm is as follows:
(i) The proposed algorithm presents a comprehensive metric
of node importance named NIM to measure the embedding
potential of substrate nodes. (ii) The proposed algorithm uses
the breadth-first-search algorithm to embed the virtual nodes
aim at reducing the bandwidth utilization of substrate links.
The demerits of the provided algorithm is as follows: (i) The
proposed algorithm considered the VN embedding as two
separated procedures which would lead to lower acceptance
ratio due to improper node mapping results. (ii) The pro-
posed node importance metric does not consider the multi-
ple features of the substrate nodes, hence the node ranking
method can be further improved by means of other features of
substrate nodes.

There are still some issues which should be further
investigated. We focus mainly on the improvement of
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measurement of node importance, the improvement of link
mapping algorithm is seldom considered. We should further
optimize the link mapping stage to enhance the efficiency of
virtual network embedding algorithm.
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